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The scope of this paper is that it investigates and proposes a new clustering method that
takes into account the timing characteristics of frequently used feature words and the
semantic similarity of microblog short texts as well as designing and implementing mi-
croblog topic detection and detection based on clustering results. The aim of the proposed
research is to provide a new cluster overlap reduction method based on the divisions of
semantic memberships to solve limited semantic expression and diversify short microblog
contents. First, by defining the time-series frequent word set of the microblog text, a fea-
ture word selection method for hot topics is given; then, for the existence of initial clusters,
according to the time-series recurring feature word set, to obtain the initial clustering of
the microblog.
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1. Introduction

Topic detection and tracking (TDT) refers to the automatic identification of
the topic of the news data stream without manual intervention to deal with the
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increasingly severe problem of information overload [1]. Its main task is to extract
important features from the media information stream, monitor different news
reports, and detect and organize previously unknown topics in the information
flow without prior knowledge of issues [2]. Since the research on topic detec-
tion was jointly initiated by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in
1996, it has received a wide range of responses [3], and some scholars have used
single-pass incremental, Smart Cities measures for data mining [4]. Some tech-
niques provide for digital watermarking over wireless communication using the
Internet of Things (IoT) application. During the detection, the topic detection
effect has been improved to a certain extent [5, 6]. Semantic web strategies are
crucial in healthcare field. They are extremely beneficial for the secure trans-
mission and confidentiality of healthcare data transferred between a user and
a server through a wireless connection. To address the issues posed by microblog
short text clustering, this study employs the frequent itemset hierarchical cluster-
ing (FIHC) technique, the concept of “first clustering, then deleting duplication,
and finally reducing”, and provides a novel technique integrating time-series data
FIHC (TS-FIHC).

The limitation of the TDT technique is that it is linked to the preceding issue
in a roundabout way, creating the object tracking latency. Topic recognition still
confronts several issues deserving additional exploration due to the uniqueness of
hot topics in clinical texts [7]. It has a restricted vocabulary, and the degree
of similarity across languages does not alter dynamically when themes change.

Researchers also propose secure data transfer scheme for mobile nodes in
smart city applications in the wireless network to secure data transfer by imple-
menting an energy-efficient and secure communication scheme [8].

Due to the short, fast, and variable topics of clinical texts, as well as the high
dimensionality and sparsity of vectors brought about by its unstructured format,
clinical texts differ from conventional texts in several ways [9]. A clinical text is
enlarged on the time axis and in sequential order, according to its time-series
properties. It can be scattered to various times if a time window is defined on
the time axis.

Traditional news topic detection research also faces new challenges:
1) The classic text representation model – vector space model (VSM) con-

structed with bag of words will lead to the “high-dimensional curse” prob-
lem, and new feature selection methods for microblog texts need to be
studied;

2) The feature sparsity of short texts will lead to traditional similarity based
on spatial distance. The calculation method cannot effectively measure
the similarity between two short texts, and new text similarity calculation
methods need to be studied;
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3) Traditional clustering algorithms usually need to preset the number of
initial clusters or termination clusters, but this prior knowledge in the topic
recognition of text clustering is often unknown. If inappropriate number
parameters are set, it will lead to unsatisfactory clustering results.

Therefore, it is necessary to reasonably assess the initial clusters and termina-
tions of topics according to the internal nature of the microblog text collection –
the number of groups. As a result, visualization techniques might be investigated
further in order to demonstrate the interrelationships between topic clusters and
intuitively facilitate topic recognition.

The major contribution of this research is that it mainly focuses on the new
problems faced by microblog topic detection research, proposes a new clustering
method that considers the timing characteristics of frequent feature words and
the semantic similarity of microblog short texts, and designs and implements
microblog topic detection based on clustering results.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 presents several topics related
to this study, Sec. 2 discusses the related work in this field followed by Sec. 3
describing the proposed methodology. Section 4 describes the experimental setup
and result analysis, and Sec. 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related works

2.1. Research on clinical topic detection system method

As a new online media content, clinical texts have several characteristics,
such as rapid information growth, real-time solid content, and random language.
Twitter’s hot topic recognition approach associated with social network assess-
ment and pattern, which collects tweets as a collection of words acquires hot
issues by building a basic database, extracting emergence terms via the term life
cycle model, and identifying impact of specific users via the user’s social media
platform [10]. Some scholars have taken the lead in obtaining preliminary re-
search results in clinical topic detection [11]. In some research, Twitter users are
considered as network sensors, and the Bayesian decision-making method based
on keyword evidence is adopted to design and develop a Twitter-based real-time
earthquake monitoring prototype system, and achieves a detection rate of more
than 80%. A method of collecting, grouping, sorting, and tracking breaking news
on Twitter was proposed [12]. Tweets with high similarity were grouped into one
group, treated as one news item, and then tracked based on the vocabulary
of each news topic group [13]. These news topics were sorted by the degree of
connection and popularity between them, and finally a hot topic was obtained.
A Twitter hot topic detection method based on social system evaluation and
time sequence, which extracts tweets as a collection of a series of words, mining
emergent words through the word life cycle model, mining the influence of spe-
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cific users through the user’s social network, and calculating the importance of
tweets based on this, and finally, obtaining hot topics by creating a basic topic
table was proposed [14]. With the rapid popularity of mainstream platforms such
as MedHelp, some scholars have also begun researching topic detection in clini-
cal texts. A microblog news topic detection method based on the hidden topic
model based on the characteristics of a large amount of microblog data and frag-
mented information was proposed. The method was based on the characteristics
of clinical topic timing and short text semantic similarity, and topic detection
and tracking system method based on clinical text clustering [15].

The present study takes the FIHC algorithm’s principle of “first clustering,
then removing duplicates, and finally condensing” to tackle the challenges of
microblog short text clustering, and presents a novel technique integrating time
series frequent and semantic clustering time and semantics (TS-FIHC).

2.2. Research on clustering algorithm for short microblog text

Text content clustering is still the core of microblog topic detection, but the
unique attributes of microblog short texts make traditional clustering algorithms
unable to obtain better application effects. Therefore, the research on microblog
short text clustering methods is fundamental. The starting cluster is directly
affected by the minimal cluster capability. The subject semantic membership
calculation of the first clusters of the microblogs in the cluster centers of the sets
is further influenced by the number of cluster features collected during the fea-
ture extraction stage, which finally influences the separation effect of the initial
groups. The following mainly introduces two directions with excellent develop-
ment potential [16]:

1) Based on extended semantic information, it was found that using external
sources such as Wikipedia can expand the characteristics of short texts
and improve the similarity between them. For example, the authors intro-
duced WordNet to convert frequent word sets into standard concept sets
and then proposed a text clustering algorithm based on standard concept
sets [17]. Semantic web techniques play an important role in the health-
care industry [19]. They are very useful for providing security and privacy
of healthcare information among users and servers over the wireless net-
work [20]. For example, the wavelet based digital watermarking scheme for
medical images for healthcare data was used against various attacks [18].

2) Based on co-occurrence between words or sequence the FTC (frequent
term-based clustering) algorithm based on standard item sets was first pro-
posed. The FTC algorithm uses standard word sets to represent clusters
and adopts a greedy heuristic strategy [21]. The frequent word set selec-
tion order will affect the final clustering results. In [22], a text clustering
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method called clustering based on frequent word sequences (CFWS) based
on frequent word sequences was proposed. The algorithm constructs initial
clusters by mining frequent word sequences and then uses the k-mismatch
method to merge the initial groups and obtain the clustering results.

A regular itemset-based hierarchical clustering (FIHC, frequent itemset-based
hierarchical clustering) algorithm is proposed for the shortcomings of the FTC
algorithm. Various security protocols for security and privacy of healthcare in-
formation among users and servers over wireless networks are provided. This re-
search offers a way to assess the complex data with hybrid neural network-based
techniques based on ensemble methodology with extended gray wolf optimizing
(E-GWO) feature extraction method. If we compare the proposed work with ex-
isting literature, we find that the proposed work investigates hot topic iden-
tification via clinical content, presents the challenge as a short text clustering
problem, and provides a systematic approach.

The function of a semantic web has become more prevalent in several fields
and the need for semantics in healthcare, online worlds, or knowledge extraction
has increased significantly [23]. Moreover, we provide a detailed assessment of
applying the semantic web to certain health industry internet forums and other
data-gathering initiatives in this study.

The smart healthcare system is not only a network supported by smart tech-
nologies and devices. This is an overall advancement that has made all levels
of healthcare institutions data-driven. For years, the conventional approach has
been data-driven, but now it is time to create national health information envi-
ronments, such as cities and neighborhoods, data-driven too.

Due to the short text characteristics of microblogs, if the FIHC algorithm is
directly applied to microblog clustering, it will face the following two problems:
ordinary frequent item sets only indicate that the co-occurrence of some feature
items is regular, and the co-occurrence cannot be guaranteed. Researchers can
represent the hidden topics of the text collection and affect the correct structure
and division of topic clusters. Because the content of clinical texts is short and
the features are scarce, some clinical texts on the same topic may have similar
semantics but different expressions and thus be classified incorrectly. Eventually,
this affects the clustering results.

3. Proposed method

3.1. Proposed framework

To solve the problems faced by microblog short text clustering, this paper
adopts the FIHC algorithm, the idea of “first clustering, then eliminating dupli-
cates and then condensing”, and proposes a new method combining time series
frequent and semantic clustering time and semantics (TS-FIHC) [25]. Topics
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usually have time attributes, and hot topics in clinical tests are more sequential;
they surge at a certain point in time, and their development trends are highly
unbalanced [26]. Therefore, firstly, the time-series trend of frequent word sets
is defined according to the time sliding window, and a microblog text feature
selection based on the time-series word frequency is proposed, and the selected
time-series trend frequent word sets are used to divide the initial topic clusters of
clinical texts; to be more precise, we eliminate the text overlap between the initial
groups, adopt HowNet’s semantic similarity model, and separate the initial topic
clusters according to the principle of full semantic membership. The microblog
texts might be associated with several topics at the same time. As a result, it is
worth looking at certain soft clustering algorithms to improve microblog topic
detection. The subject groups that result from clustering typically include more
relevant details; however, this implied data is difficult to be detected explicitly.

The proposed method plays an important role in the healthcare industry.
It is very useful for providing security and privacy of healthcare information
among users and servers over the wireless network. Finally, by defining the se-
mantic similarity matrix between clusters, the aggregation of clinical topic clus-
ters hierarchical clustering, according to the reference optimization, is conducted
to obtain the final topic cluster and realize topic detection and tracking.

3.2. Clinical text feature selection based
on time series word frequency

Clinical text is different from ordinary text. Its time-series characteristics
indicate that a clinical text is expanded along the time axis and sequential order.
If a time window is set on the time axis, the clinical text can be distributed at
different times. A collection of microblogs based on a sliding window of time is
obtained in the window. Therefore, the feature selection of clinical vocabulary
can be considered from the timing.

Definition 1. Trend base. Put a specific feature word Uj in the i-th time
sliding window. The trend base CUji is defined as the average of the frequency
UG of the word in the previous k consecutive time sliding windows (here k is
defined as the time window parameter, and when i ≤ k, take k = i− 1):

CUji =

k∑
s=1

UG(i−s)

k
. (1)

Definition 2. Trend growth rate. Let the trended base of a particular char-
acteristic word Uj be CU ji, the frequency that appears in the i-th time sliding
window is UG i, and the trend growth rate of Uj in the i-th time sliding window
is defined as:
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HUji =
UGi

CU ji
=

kUGi

k∑
s=1

UG(i=s)

. (2)

Definition 3. Time series trend degree. The topic trend of a feature word
is directly proportional to its trend growth rate and trend base. Therefore, the
calculation formula for defining the time series trend degree of the frequent word
sets of clinical topics is:

UUji = HUjilbCUji. (3)

Next, let us verify the effect of topic trend feature vocabulary selection and
standard frequent feature vocabulary selection. Given that the current general
clinical topic popularity is measured in days, and the news popularity of social
networks generally does not exceed one week, this article collects statistics on
MedHelp, randomly selecting according to the number of days set in the slid-
ing window of time (no more than 7). The difference ratio curve of the feature
vocabulary selection results based on the time series frequent word set and the
general frequent word set is given. Figure 1 depicts differences in universal fre-
quent characteristic word groups and time series prominent word collections of
various sliding window sizes. The x-axis denotes the window size and the y-axis
refers to the feature word sets. Figure 1 shows that the results of clinical feature
selection based on time-series word frequency show differences compared to the
available method based on frequent word sets when the number of features is
small. For the applicability of the topic, a sliding window of 3 days is appropriate.
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Fig. 1. Time-series frequent feature word sets of different sliding window sizes
and differences in general frequent feature word sets.

3.3. Clinical initial clustering based
on time series frequent word sets

Definition 4. For an item set Y in the text set E, if the number of occurrences
of the item set Y in E is more significant than a preset ratio, then Y is the
frequent item set in the text set E, and this preset ratio is called the minimum
support s.
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Definition 5. For a specific trend word set X in the text set E, if the support
degree of X in E is s(X) ≥ min_s; then the trend word set X is called the
frequent trend word set on the text set E, and min_s is the global minimum
support. In this paper, a priori frequent set mining algorithm calculates periodic
trend word sets. The execution is as follows. Steps:

1) Scan the text set E, use the word frequency trend to count the number of
occurrences of the candidate item set, and collect the item set that meets
the minimum support min_s setting and record it as a frequent item set;

2) Use the generated frequent k-item sets to construct strong union rules, and
use frequent k-item sets to create a candidate.

Choose (k+1)-item set, and repeatedly iterate until the candidate (k+1)-item
set is empty. Frequent trend word sets can better describe the topic information
hidden in clinical texts. This article uses standard trend word sets to construct
initial clusters, that is, to divide clinical texts containing a specific frequent
trend word set into one group, and get words based on periodic trend words in
the initial collection of the set.

Definition 6. If the proportion of a time series vocabulary feature item set
in the clinical set contained in the initial cluster exceeds a preset minimum ratio,
the time series feature item set is called a cluster time series frequent item set.

This preset minimum ratio is recorded as the cluster minimum support θ.
Since the frequent item sets of cluster time series refer to those core words that
frequently appear in clusters, these core words are at a certain level. The degree
represents the implicit semantics of the topic described by this cluster. The
semantic topic information of this initial cluster can be obtained by extracting
the cluster time series frequent item sets of each initial collection.

3.4. Inter-cluster overlap reduction algorithm based
on semantic membership

As the goal of topic detection is to assign each microblog to a topic cluster,
it is also necessary to design an algorithm to reduce the overlap between initial
sets. It is an initial cluster overlap reduction algorithm based on the division of
semantic membership to overcome the short semantic expression and diversifi-
cation of short microblog texts. Combining the characteristics of the short text
of microblogs, overlapping clinical text is finally allocated to the most suitable
initial cluster.

Definition 7. If clinical docj is allocated to the initial cluster Di, it is said that
Clinical docj supports collection Di.

Definition 8. Note that Ei and Ej are the set of all microblogs that support
clusters Di and Dj and Ei∩Ej 6= ∅; that is, there are shared microblogs between
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groupsDi andDj , so clustersDi andDj are said to be overlapping. Advance step
by step, and remember that the set of microblogs overlapping between clusters
is DE , where E = {Di, Dj}, D^E = Ei ∩ Ej .

Definition 9. The degree of semantic membership of clinical topics. This paper
defines the topic semantic membership function of clinical docj for the initial
cluster Di as:

Score (docj −Di) =

n∑
l=1

max
k=1,2,...,m

{sim(gik, ujl)}

n
, (4)

where frequent cluster 1-items set {gi1, gi2, ..., gim} represents the topic feature
item of the initial cluster Di, {uj1, uj2, ..., ujn} represents the microblog text
j in the initial cluster Di, docj feature item; sim(gik, ujl) cluster feature item
gik and text feature item ujl defined in “HowNet” semantic similarity [23], n is
the number of feature items of microblog text docj , m is the number of cluster
feature items. Of course, the number of topic features in the initial cluster can
be controlled by setting a reasonable minimum cluster support θ.

Algorithm 1 presents a detailed description of the first cluster overlap reduc-
tion approach based on clinical semantic membership.

Algorithm 1. Cluster overlap reduction approach.
Input : Initialize cluster with overlap D1, D2, ..., Dn

Output : the initial set of overlap reduction D′
1, D

′
2, ..., D

′
n

1 : Record the initial cluster set of m overlapping Clinical texts as

DE1 , DE2 , ..., DEn , Ei ⊂ {D1, D2, ..., Dn}.
2 : Initialize a two-dimensional array vector cluster Score hash :={,}
3 : for each i from 1 to n
4 : for each Clinical docj in DEi

5 : for each cluster Dk ⊂ DEi

6 : CurrScore = Score (docj → Dk)

7 : if docj /∈ clusterScoreHash
8 : add <docj , currScore> to cluster Scorehash
9 : elseif currScore ≥ currScore of docj ∈ clusterScoreHash
10 : Update <docj , currScore> to clusterScorehash
11 : else
12 : del docj from Dk

13 : endif
14 : D

′

k = Dk

15 : endfor
16 : endfor
17 : endfor
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The algorithm’s complexity is O(n), that is, only one scan of the clinical text
in all overlapping initial clusters can reduce the overlap between all initial groups.
Finally, the empty collections with a size of 0, after the initial sets are separated,
are deleted. Then, a non-empty candidate topic cluster can be obtained.

3.5. Agglomerated topic clustering algorithm

The agglomerated topic clustering algorithm based on semantic similarity can
obtain candidate topic clusters for microblog clustering topic detection through
the overlap reduction between initial sets. Still, sometimes these topic clusters
can be attributed to a specific topic, so it is necessary to carry out agglomer-
ative hierarchical clustering of candidate topic clusters, merge topic clusters to
reduce the number of significant issues, and provide users with more focused
hot microblog topics. To merge candidate topic clusters, first measure the sim-
ilarity between two candidate topic clusters. Since the candidate topic cluster
is composed of many microblog texts, to ensure the efficiency of agglomerative
hierarchical clustering, all microblog texts in the candidate topic cluster should
be avoided from participating in the calculation of the similarity measure. There-
fore, this article selects the main frequent ones in the candidate topic cluster.
The feature word set constitutes the feature vector of the group, and the feature
vector is used to represent the candidate topic cluster.

Definition 10. Cluster feature vectors. The feature map clustering capa-
bility aggregates input classification model into bunches. The input parameters
within the same grouping are coupled collectively based on similarity. Feature set
findings identify relevant features utilized as information during creating group-
ings. For the candidate topic cluster DUi, the frequent 1-item sets of the DUi

cluster are mined, that is, the cluster feature vector constituting the cluster,
which is recorded as

−−→
DUi = (ui1, ui2, ..., uin).

Definition 11. Cluster similarity matrix. Remember that the cluster fea-
ture vectors of two different candidate topic clusters DUi and DUj are

−−→
DUi =

(ui1, ui2, ..., uin) and
−−→
DUj = (uj1, uj2, ..., ujm). The cluster semantic similarity

matrix formed by the feature items of DUi and DUj is defined in Table 1.

Table 1. The cluster semantic similarity matrix of topic clusters DUi and DUj .

ui1 ui2 ... uin−1 un

uj1 sim(uj1, ui1) sim(uj1, ui2) ... sim(uj1, uin−1) sim(uj1, uin)

uj2 sim(uj2, ui1) sim(uj2, ui2) ... sim(uj2, uin−1) sim(uj2, uin)

... ... ... ... ... ...
ujm−1 sim(ujm−1, ui1) sim(ujm−1, ui2) ... sim(ujm−1, uin−1) sim(ujm−1, uin)

ujm sim(ujm, ui1) sim(ujm, ui2) ... sim(ujm, uin−1) sim(ujm, uin)
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Definition 12. Topic cluster semantic similarity. To avoid the noise of the
cluster semantic similarity words, only the similarity of the K group feature of
the semantic similarity in the similarity matrix is selected to calculate the simila-
rity between the candidate topic clusters and record {sim (ui, uj)1 , sim (ui, uj)2 , ...,
sim(ui, uj)k}. The semantic similarity between candidate topic clusters is de-
fined as:

sim (DU i, DU j) =

k∑
l=1

sim(ui, uj)l

k
. (5)

Based on the semantic similarity of candidate topic clusters, λ is used to
represent the minimum similarity threshold between candidate topic clusters.

The minimum threshold of cluster semantic similarity is set when two groups
are merged. µ represents the minimum number of collections expected to be ob-
tained after topic clusters agglomerate. The topic cluster aggregation hierarchical
clustering method’s operation steps are as follows:

1) Extract each candidate topic cluster’s feature vectors and calculate the
semantic similarity of the candidate topic clusters.

2) Construct the semantic similarity matrix of candidate topic clusters.
From the definition of cluster similarity, we can see sim (DU i, DU j) =
sim(DU j , DU i), that is, the similarity matrix is symmetric.

3) Select the largest inter-cluster similarity from the similarity matrix and
record it as max{sim (DU i, DU j)}, if max{sim (DU i, DU j)}≤ λ, execute 6;
otherwise, execute 4.

4) Since max{sim (DU i, DU j)}>λ, the similarity between DU i and DU j is
relatively large, so the two clusters DU i and DU j are merged to form
a new collection DU ′i, and the original DU j is deleted, and recalculate the
cluster feature vector and update the semantic similarity matrix.

5) If the number of rows or columns of the semantic similarity matrix between
clusters is less than or equal to the preset minimum number of collections µ,
execute 6; otherwise, the clustering has not ended, and return to 3.

6) The condensed hierarchical clustering ends and the final topic clusters are
obtained.

4. Result analysis and discussions

We evaluated the large transition in the discussion in Sec. 2 to assess the in-
fluence and feasibility of the clustering algorithm. This study screened the crawl-
ing bloggers and labeled data issues, resulting in 10 manually annotated topic
groupings and a total of 13 356 microblogs. Table 2 depicts the topic tagging
situation.
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Table 2. Distribution of 10 topic categories manually labeled.

Serial number Tag cluster Cluster size
1 {Protecting the Diaoyu Islands, Diaoyu Islands} 1438
2 {Jingdong, e-commerce} 1427
3 {sea anemone} 2463
4 {Meteor Shower} 157
5 {Headshot brother, Zhou Kehua} 680
6 {London, Olympics} 2000
7 {Millet} 528
8 {Constellation, Horoscope} 3115
9 {Ye Shiwen} 799

10 {badminton} 749

Without loss of generality, this article uses two indicators, purity and F -mea-
sure value, to objectively evaluate the clustering effect. Generally speaking, the
greater the purity of the clustering result, the better the clustering effect; the more
significant the F -measure value of the clustering result, the better the clustering
effect.

4.1. Parameter analysis of the clustering algorithm

The minimum cluster support θ directly affects the initial cluster, and the
number of cluster features obtained in the feature extraction stage further affects
the topic semantic membership calculation of the initial clusters of the microblogs
in the overlapping parts of the groups and ultimately affects the separation effect
of the initial sets. The experiments validate the efficiency of this strategy by
analyzing actual microblog data. Topic recognition still confronts several issues
deserving of additional exploration due to the uniqueness of hot subjects in
clinical texts. To analyze the selection effect of the parameter θ, firstly, the
clusters of the 10 manually labeled categories were randomly divided into 2
groups, each containing 5 manually labelled collections, which were marked as
“#PartI” and “#PartII” (10 different groups were obtained randomly. #PartI
and #PartII); Different cluster minimum support θ was chosen, and the influence
of varying θ on the average value of the clustering result F -measure is shown in
Fig. 2. This figure shows the distribution of the minimum support of different
clusters on the F value.

According to the test results, when the minimum cluster support θ is 0.5 to
0.6, a better clustering effect can be obtained.

In agglomerative hierarchical clustering, λ is the minimum similarity thresh-
old between candidate topic clusters. When the similarity between all groups is
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Fig. 2. Influence of the minimum support θ of different clusters on the F value.

smaller than λ, topic merging is terminated; in the experimental results, this can
be obtained when λ is 0.6∼0.7. The best clustering effect is shown in Fig. 3. This
figure shows the influence of the minimum threshold of topic cluster similarity
on the F value using cluster similarity.
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Fig. 3. Influence of the minimum threshold λ of topic cluster similarity on the F value.

4.2. Comparison of the effects of TS-FIHC and FIHC

Five groups of topic data, including 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 annotated topics in
artificially annotated cases, were extracted as test benchmarks and compared the
purity and F -measure values. Comparisons of cluster F -scores and cluster purity
of different topics are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. This study takes the
FIHC algorithm’s principle of “first clustering, then removing duplicates, and
finally condensing” to tackle the challenges of microblog short text clustering,
and presents a novel technique integrating time series frequent and semantic
clustering time and semantics (TS-FIHC).

The TS-FIHC algorithm uses TS-FIHC-k to represent frequent k-item sets
(k = 1, 2, 3, 4).

It can be seen in the experimental results that the improved TS-FIHC method
takes into account the text semantics, making the separation of the initial clus-
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ters and the merging of the candidate topic clusters more reasonable, and thus
obtains a better purity and F -measure value than FIHC. On the other hand,
the clustering effect of all TS-FIHC_1 is also better than that of TS-FIHC_k.
At the same time, the TS-FIHC_1 algorithm can avoid the mining of frequent
k-item sets, which significantly reduces the algorithm overhead.

5. Conclusion

This paper conducted research on hot topic detection based on clinical con-
tent, summarized the topic detection problem as a short text clustering problem,
and proposed a systematic solution:

1) Using the timing characteristics of clinical topics, frequent feature words
for clinical topics were proposed;

2) Aiming at the problem of microblog overlap between initial clusters, this
paper proposes an initial cluster overlap reduction algorithm based on the
division of semantic membership to overcome the short semantic expression
and diversification of short microblog texts and topic ambiguity;
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3) By defining the semantic similarity between initial clusters, a condensed
hierarchical clustering method for microblog topics was presented, which
can realize topic detection and tracking;

4) Through actual microblog data analysis, experiments verify the effective-
ness of this method.

Due to the uniqueness of hot topics in clinical texts, topic detection still faces
many problems worthy of further investigation:

1) The “HowNet” semantic database has a limited vocabulary, so the simi-
larity between languages cannot change dynamically with different topics.
Therefore, it can be further explored. For example, by studying the co-
occurrence of clinical vocabulary and researching dynamic semantic simi-
larity calculation methods based on vocabulary co-occurrence;

2) Not all microblogs discuss only one topic. Some microblogs may connect
multiple cases in a series, that is, a microblog. In addition, blogs may belong
to various issues at the same time. Therefore, it is worthwhile to study
further some soft clustering methods to extend microblog topic detection;

3) The topic clusters obtained through clustering usually contain more poten-
tial information, but this implicit information is not easy to be discovered
directly.

The potential of the research for the future is that it will be extremely useful
in future investigations. As a result, visualizations may be studied further in
order to highlight the links between subject clusters and intuitively aid topic
detection.
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